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SecurID with Multifactor Authentication

One tool to access everything
With SecurID you can better secure both your cloud apps and on-prem
data by using MFA. No matter what device they’re using, or where your
users are, it ensures that they are who they say they are. It also gives

Whether you’re already running SecurID with two-factor
authentication (2FA) or are looking for an identity platform to
bolster your security, upgrading to SecurID with multi-factor
authentication (MFA) is a smart move. The gold standard for
IT security today, SecurID with MFA has all the capabilities
you need to address authentication, access management
and identity governance in a single solution.

the users timely, convenient access to the applications they need—
including Microsoft Office 365, Salesforce.com and Workday—without
compromising security or disrupting their ability to do their jobs.

MFA fortifies the security surrounding
your complete environment

Tighter security. Convenient access.
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Access application

• Secure cloud apps and on-prem data with MFA
• Users can access anywhere, any time—even offline
• Give users a choice of convenient authentication methods
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Provide Username
and Password

Request Identity
Assurance from RSA

Access granted

USER NAME
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• Implement tighter authentication restrictions for
more sensitive data
• Easy provisioning for administrators
• Same cost per token as traditional RSA hardware
and software tokens.

User

On-prem system

What’s the difference between 2FA and MFA?
2FA
With 2FA, users login then enter a secondary identity check before
being granted access. This typically requires a randomly generated

How easily can you distinguish legitimate
users from malicious actors?
Securing your environment is as challenging as painting a moving
train. There are so many dynamic parts and unexpected twists and
turns. Organizations are using more cloud apps than ever, using
their own devices and, of course, working remotely and accessing

passcode to be entered in manually by the user, which can be
frustrating and inconvenient.

MFA
With MFA, users are required to do two identity checks in order to be
granted access, and these must come from at least two of three different categories (aka factors1). Since there’s a very low chance that both

in public areas. Customers and stakeholders are likely to access

checks have been compromised by a hacker, MFA is significantly more

to your system too. Meanwhile, cyber attacks are becoming

secure. Convenience-wise, the users themselves select which

increasingly sophisticated and frequent. If your business is part of

two checks they want to do.

a supply chain, the stakes are even higher. This is why replacing
2FA with the new MFA technology is critical.

People frequently use the same password
for multiple accounts to make it easy to
remember. Unfortunately, this makes the

Cybercrime as a whole has increased
by

600% since the beginning of the

global pandemic.

MFA

job of a hacker easy, too: crack one
passwords and they’ve got the keys to
the castle. MFA addresses this massive
security hole by insisting on additional

- Purple Sec

KNOW
Passwords, PINs, KBAs

authentications beyond the compromised
username and password.
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HAVE
Bracelet, key
fob, mobile,
other devices

MFA
MFA
MFA

ARE
Fingerprint,
retinal pattern,
voice, face

In 2020, web applications were—by
far—the biggest vector for attacks.

89% of the hacking varieties in this
vector involved credential abuse.
				

- Verizon 2021 Data Breach Investigations Report

Authentication anywhere—even offline

More than tokens

The frustration of being unable to access resources when you’re

Sure, a flip phone can do the job, but there’s a reason why we’re all

offline is a feeling we all know. Luckily, when using SecurID with

using smart phones. Likewise, tokens will do, but MFA is just so much

MFA this isn’t a problem. Simply set up your offline authentication policy to define the way users authenticate when they are
not connected to the network.

better.
SecurID provides the widest range of authenticators, letting you
extend modern MFA to more users—and allowing them to choose from
push notification, biometrics, hardware and software tokens, and more.
Users can conveniently authenticate with forms they are used to and
familiar with. What’s more, it’s easy to manage different authenticators
for different users, and to balance security, convenience and cost.

Another reason to choose SecurID with MFA
While some cloud providers offer multi-factor authentication capabilities, combining MFA tools from multiple providers adds complexity for
users and IT staff. With SecurID, you get one modern authentication

Challenge only according to level of risk
To further reduce access friction, ask for step-up authentication only

system that protects your entire environment, from the ground to the
cloud. SecurID with MFA has the most certified integrations out of any
MFA solution on the market.

when analytics report that a user or situation presents a risk.

Make it easy for users and admins
Many cloud application providers also offer MFA capabilities, but
that means more applications and tools for the end user to remember, and more MFA solutions for you to manage. Keep it simple with
one authentication solution that covers all of your apps.

Did you know …
Due to increasing identity cyber security threats
worldwide, leading CRM solution Salesforce
recently made it a requirement that users accessing
their application to have 2FA/MFA in place.

$3.86M

The global average total cost

of a data breach in 2020.  
				

- IBM Security Cost of a Data Breach Report

A proven product trusted by thousands

Get started

RSA protects millions of users around the world and helps more than

Got questions? Ask us!

90% of Fortune 500 companies thrive in an uncertain, high-risk world.

ComplyTec’s SecurID experts can answer any question you have.

SecurID is just one of the many business-driven security solutions RSA

As one of only two RSA Titanium partners in Canada, we have access

is known for. Across all of its products, RSA uniquely links business

to VIP technical resources to get you the answers you need quickly.

context with security incidents to help organizations like yours manage
risk and protect what matters most.

Email us now

 • Detect and respond to advanced attacks  

Implementation support

 • Manage user identities and access  

If you need assistance with implementation or configuration, we’re

 • Reduce business risk, fraud & cybercrime

here for you. ComplyTec consultants ask the right questions, listen
carefully and seek to fully understand your specific business processes
and issues. We will partner with your team to build sustainable
processes and structures to move your organization forward, all based
on informed decisions supported by sound information.

We’ve been a top reseller of RSA products for over 20 years

Partner of the Year
Titanium Partner

Timely, convenient access
to applications, from any
device, anywhere.
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